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Once upon a time…
• Uninsured people got care when they were very sick by
going to hospital emergency rooms
• This resulted in significant cost-shifting from the uninsured to
the insured -– Steady increase in employer-sponsored premiums
– Ongoing increase in Medicare spending
– Mounting hospital problems with uncompensated care.

• Employers dealt with the impact on their business by shifting
cost to employees (premiums and cost sharing)
– Many employees declined coverage
– Part-time employees often not offered employer subsidy

• Congress dealt with the impact on Medicare by cutting
provider payments
• Individual insurance market did not function as insurance –
“dollar swapping” the agents called it.
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ObamaCare Health Insurance Reform is Done
•

Guaranteed Issue
– no preexisting condition exclusions
– No coverage recisions
• Community rating
– no medical underwriting
– Limitations on age, smoking, location, family size
• Essential health benefits defined
– minimum coverage that counts for an individual
– No discrimination in EHB design or design implementation
– No lifetime limits on benefits
• Limits on policies that impose Cost sharing
– Standard “metal” tiers
– Annual cap on cost sharing
– Preventive care with no cost sharing
Will any politician go on record as favoring repeal of these requirements?
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Shut down/US debt default? Listen below the rhetoric
•

•

•

None of the issues put forward by the House has anything to do with elements of
ObamaCare that may need to be fixed. There are zero issues on the table for the
Senate to compromise on.
– The simple goal is to create a story that the Obama Presidency is a failure. To defeat
any legacy claim about successfully passing a health care bill.
– Apparently, no price is too high – even if the US loses stature in the international
community, or millions of families end up in difficult situations, even if their own staffs
have no health benefits, or the federal deficit is increased.
– Side note: if ANYONE believed that it was possible to enact spending bills agency by
agency it would have been done so through the regular appropriations process – the
CR exists because that hasn’t worked in years!
This is about politics. About 12% of the House majority members with extremely safe seats
vowed that Obama would be defeated in the last election and ObamaCare repealed.
– He was not. SCOTUS upheld the law. And they are furious.
– The 40 or so ObamaCare repeal votes have become a standing joke.
Of the remaining members of the 240 vote majority –
– Speaker Boehner almost lost his job because of a coup orchestrated by the same small
group
– Perhaps 50 or more could be vulnerable to a challenger from their own party.
– The “new deal” has NOT changed any positioning.
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The Marketplaces/Exchanges
•

In the 36 states that will have an FFE, the number of QHP choices
available in a rating area ranges from a low of 6 to a high of 169 plans
–
–

•
•
•

On average, individuals and families will have 53 QHPs to choose from in their
rating area (young adults will also have an average of four catastrophic plan
options)
However, the number of distinct issuers of plans ranges from 2 to 8, with
premiums being lower in the states with the higher number of issuers.

There are and will continue to be systems glitches, as with any IT
system.
State operated exchanges also have their own glitches.
Is this a problem for the individual mandate? 2014 tax penalty = 1% of
income or $95, whichever is greater
–
–
–

Although enrollment is available as of October 1, deadline for January 1 coverage
is December 15;
enrollment still open until March 31, but plan coverage delay of 2-6 weeks.
Lots of discretion…

Source: http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/reports/2013/MarketplacePremiums/ib_marketplace_premiums.cfm#_ftn11
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Real Health Reform Is Not In Congress Any More
•

Change health care delivery:
–
–
–

•

Change individual’s expectations and accountability:
–
–
–

•

For the health care encounter
For choice of health benefits plan, and
Personal responsibility for health

In the mean time, PPACA elements also not likely to be repealed:
–
–
–

•

Medical personnel deal with each individual as a physical, social, psychological
being over time
Treatment means using genetic, environmental and behavioral factors to focus on
wellness and prevention; focusing on adherence and compliance with treatment to
prevent worsening
Hospitals become little more than intensive care units.

provider payment cuts have been implemented in government programs
Payers are looking at how to attract enrollees and prevent adverse selection
Employers remain concerned about the cost of benefits.

According to CBO, a one year delay of individual mandate (plus changes
to FEHB) will increase the federal deficit by $35,755,000 over the years
2014 to 2018
–

NOTE: the proposal was not a delay in implementation of the whole law
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Going forward, PPACA Shifts The Balance of Responsibilities
• No, not between Rs and Ds -– Between States and Federal Government
– But not the same way in all states…
• We will look at two dimensions of this shift and what they
might tell us about possible future revisions to PPACA
– Money
– Policy making/regulatory
• We conclude with implications for the market for health care
and patients’ access to care.
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Where the money came from 2011 – all ages
Source: CMS OACT
10.60%

12%
Out-of-Pocket

3.60%
Private Health Insurance
5.10%
Medicare
Medicaid Federal
9.90%
Medicaid State and Local
32.20%
CHIP, DVA, DoD

20.20%
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Public Health (state, fed,
local)

Medicaid spending on health benefits is increasingly federal $
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Sidebar: ACA imposes other costs on states–
required whether or not a State expands Medicaid

• Modifying data systems to coordinate eligibility
determinations with the exchange (whether state,
federal, or partnership) and simplify the application
process for consumers
• Standardizing eligibility for most income-based
eligibility groups to use the IRS definition of income,
MAGI, modified adjusted gross income.
• These mandatory state Medicaid expenses are 90%
federal match (since 2011) up from 50%
administrative match baseline.
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Pre-PPACA Policy/Regulatory Leverage:
State

Federal

Private Insurance:
$$ from individuals

Virtually all licensing
authority; high risk
pools; rate regulation,
some mandates, etc.

Employer-sponsored benefits:
$$ from employers and
individual share

ERISA, HIPAA,
ERISA preempts most
state requirements (with COBRA, GINA,
an insurance svgs
MHPAEA
clause)

Medicaid:
State must spend $$ to get
federal match

State regulation but
preempted without
waiver

Medicare: State Medicaid
must pay low income
Medicare cost sharing
Public health: some $$
from both
www.hoganlovells.com

Federal regulations,
with option to approve
State waivers
Federal regulation

X
Some federal grants but CDC, SAMHSA, IHS,
other areas left to states
and localities
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Post-PPACA Policy/Regulatory Leverage:
State

Federal

Private Insurance:
$$ from individuals and IRS
Refundable tax credit

Virtually all licensing
authority; rate
EXCHANGE; EHB
regulation, etc.

Employer-sponsored benefits:
$$ from employers and
individual cost-sharing but
with PPACA incentives

ERISA preempts most
state requirements

New Medicaid:
State must formally accept
new funding stream
Medicare: State Medicaid
must pay low income
costsharing
Public health: some $$
from both
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ERISA, HIPAA,
COBRA, GINA,
MHPAEA
SHOP EXCHANGE; Waivers 2017
CMMI

Deals, flexibility, premium support
Duals projects;
Federal regulation, but
integrated care
duals demos
initiatives
Some federal grants but CDC, SAMHSA, IHS,
other areas left to states
and localities
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A Comparison of the Exchange Type Options
Function

State-Based
Exchange

Partnership
Exchange

FederallyFacilitated
Exchange

Data Hub

Federal

Federal

Federal

Rate Stabilization

Federal

Federal

Federal

Eligibility & Enrollment

State

Federal

Federal

Financial Management

State

Federal

Federal

Plan Management

State

State

Federal

Consumer Assistance

State

State

Federal

Licensing and Solvency

State

State

State

Rate and form review

State

State

State

Consumer complaints

State

State

State

Market conduct

State

State

State

States still have a key role in all three options…
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State Exchange Implementation
Commonwealth Fund, July 2013

More State Control ------------ More federal control
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Red State Blue State 2012 Presidential Election
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Medicaid: Overlay Election and State Political Control
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Of all the uninsured in a State, what % are under 100% FPL?
KFF 2010-2011
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Who Will The Uninsured Likely Be?
Median Medicaid/CHIP Eligibility Thresholds, January 2013
235%

185%
Minimum Medicaid Eligibility under Health Reform 138% FPL
($24,344 for a family of 3 in 2012)

61%
37%
0%

Children

Pregnant
Women

Working
Parents

Jobless
Parents

Childless
Adults

SOURCE: Based on the results of a national survey conducted by the Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured and the
Georgetown University Center for Children and Families, 2013.
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What does it mean for patient care?
• Who decides what to buy, whether to buy, and
under what conditions to buy?
• What does it mean for health care to become a
“consumer-facing” market?
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Urban Institute (2010 est)
Non-elderly no PPACA
Nongroup
Non-X,
5.50%

SHOP, 0

Exchange, 0
Medicaid/CHIP,
16%

Uninsured,
18.60%
Medicare ,
3.20%

Employer,
56.60%
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Urban Institute (2010 est)
Post PPACA Non-Elderly Market
NonGroup/Non-X,
1.20%

SHOP, 7.70%
Exchange,
8.70%

Employer,
48.70%
Medicaid/CHIP,
22.30%

Medicare,
Uninsured,
3.20%
8.30%
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--78% had a general annual deductible
--58% of small firm policies had a
deductible of $1000 or more

Total Premiums Large Firms:
Individual Policy- $ 586/mo.
Family Policy - $1,745/mo.

$440/
mo.

www.hoganlovells.com

$352/
mo.
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How Much Will QHPs Cost?
NB: We’re still in politics land -- The ASPE Premium Analysis

• The “ASPE derived premium of $392/mo. for
individual coverage was based on the 2010 CBO
estimate of second lowest silver premium in 2016.
(LOTS of assumptions… family/indiv; reinsurance, etc.)

• In 15 states, the second lowest cost silver plan will
be less than $300 per month
• Overall, 95% of the uninsured potentially eligible for
the Marketplaces live in states with average
premiums below ASPE-derived premiums.
• Lowest cost catastrophic plans (no subsidies) for
CA<27 range from $86 in Ft. Lauderdale to $245 in
Wyoming.
www.hoganlovells.com
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Manhattan Institute’s Counter Analysis
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2014 FPL =
$11,490 single/
$23,550 family of 4

Health Insurance Premiums in the Individual Market in 2010
(BEWARE: policies had annual and lifetime caps; exclusions, recisions, etc.)
Average Monthly
Premium Revenues
Per Member Per
Month
N/A
Under $200
$200.00-$225.00
$225.01-$250.00
$250.01-$275.00
Above $275
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SOURCE: Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of 2010 insurer filings to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners using the Mark Farrah Associates Health Coverage Portal. The Average premium is calculated as total premium
revenues in a state divided by the number of total member months. The per member per month premium is an average across adults and children, so will be lower than a premium typically to a single adult.
In California, premium data are not available for HMOs in the individual market. The data in this analysis come from Anthem Blue Cross’s Wellpoint plan, which represented 57% of California’s individual market enrollment in 2010.
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People Will Have Access To Health Benefits, but…
•

Are Americans ready?
– Many Americans believe it is normal to just show up at hospital
emergency room or public clinic.
– Enrolling and paying for health benefits when you are well will be a
new concept for many people
– Health benefits terminology is not everyday language:
• Premium, deductible, coinsurance, provider network, formulary,
specialty tier
• Family deductible and deductible counting rules
• Gold, Bronze? Tax credit?
• “Qualifying life event” to warrant late enrollment?

www.hoganlovells.com
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The New American Health Benefits Market
• Is consumer – facing, not employer-- facing
• Employers plan health benefits by –
–
–
–
–

Hiring expert consultants
Modeling health care needs of employee population
Using actuarial tables to predict cost, then negotiating
Budgeting some portion and shifting the rest to employee and
family in premiums and coinsurance.

• Consumer purchasers will have access to “navigators,”
application assisters, and application counselors, but-– Will make their own guess about future health needs of family
– Will see the established premiums
– Will be given amount of tax subsidy.
www.hoganlovells.com
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Will you spend
More than 9 minutes
deciding which plan
will meet the health needs
of your family?
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New Facts Relevant To Thinking About States
Post-PPACA Medicaid Is Not Your Mother’s Medicaid

31

Traditional Medicaid
From 1965 enactment to pre-ACA implementation
• Existing Medicaid has mandatory and state-optional
beneficiaries (some added through SPAs; some through
waivers-– FMAP (federal matching funds) based on the State’s relative
poverty level, ranging from 80% federal to 50% federal.
•
•

FMAP Changes as relative poverty changes;
Has been subject to Congressional enhancements for short periods
and/or selected states

– Maintenance of Effort (MOE) regarding non-mandatory
adult coverage expires 1/1/2014.

• CHIP (optional children’s health expansion that all
states have tapped), FMAP from 75% to 100%, subject
to a cap.
– Maintenance of Effort (MOE) on non-mandatory children’s
coverage (Medicaid and CHIP) expires September 2019.
www.hoganlovells.com
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New Medicaid Under ACA
• ACA Medicaid expansion, potentially –
– everybody who is not a mandatory beneficiary
– or covered by a State plan or waiver then in effect
– in households with income up to 138% of the Federal
poverty level

• SCOTUS decision says this is a State option, but a
State must cover “all or no” individuals up to 138%
FPL.
– FMAP 100% 2014 through 2016
– 95% in 2017
--93% in 2019
– 94% in 2018
--90% in 2020 and beyond
www.hoganlovells.com
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Medicaid Timeline
• Final Medicaid regulation published July 15, 2013.
• State plan amendments regarding a State’s expansion
population & Medicaid benchmark plan are being
accepted – still open negotiations about flexibility
• No deadline for a State to decide whether to do
Medicaid expansion; requirement to coordinate
enrollment with exchange is delayed until 2015, at State
option.
• HHS still testing eligibility systems
• Open enrollment by exchanges began October 1, 2013,
with a delay of required coordination of enrollment
messages until 2015
– But this started the woodwork effect in all states.
– Some states are actively pre-enrolling Medicaid beneficiaries.
www.hoganlovells.com
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Up To Three Post-ACA Medicaid Programs
In Each State (more if you keep your waivers)

www.hoganlovells.com
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Traditional Medicaid eligibles: “World 1”
• Federal law provides matching funds for “medical assistance” as
defined in the State’s Plan.
– Categories of beneficiaries – some mandatory; some optional
– Categories of benefits – some mandatory; some optional.

• State programs differ in their expansiveness based on their
willingness/ability to fund the state’s share of expenditures
• Basically: A State-specified fee-for-service benefit package that
some states, in recent years-– Have used MCO contracts to cap per person state outlays (at least for
some beneficiaries)
– And with waivers, have modified the benefit package for various subpopulations.
– And Medicaid MCOs are subject to federal regulations governing quality
and other matters.

• With all “covered outpatient drug” utilization subject to mandatory
federal Medicaid rebates since 2010, and access assured through
prior authorization programs.
www.hoganlovells.com
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PPACA Medicaid “Newly Eligibles”– “World 2”
•
•

Cannot be added to traditional Medicaid (State plan ABP benchmark for some
categories under the final rule)
Federal matching funds only if they receive “essential health benefits” (EHB)
–
–
–
–
–

•
•
•

10 mandatory categories of benefits structured in accord with a “base benchmark plan” in
accord with federal regulations and guidance
Bidders selected by the State to offer EHB to Medicaid beneficiaries offer benchmark or
benchmark equivalent coverage.
In benchmark equivalent coverage, each plan creates a benefit package that has the same
“actuarial value” as the benchmark, but the with differing details.
For example, drug formularies must have the same number of drugs in each therapeutic
category as the benchmark, but each plan may have different drugs.
A state may or may not expand beyond the minimum EHB; may or may not choose to cover
“covered outpatient drugs”

To distinguish from traditional Medicaid MCOs, CMS calls them “Alternative
Benefit Plans” (ABPs) – each state may have different ABPs for different subpopulations
A State can impose requirements on ABPs that are not inconsistent with ACA
requirements.
And, under the Final Regulation, any state can use the new Medicaid money to
pay premiums for the newly-eligible to enroll in plans offered on the new
exchanges, including the federally operated exchange.
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Medicaid APB’s (vs. QHPs)
•

•
•

Benchmark plan options –
– Standard BCBS PPO offered through FEHBP
– State employee coverage offered and generally available to state employees
– Commercial HMO with largest insured, non-Medicaid enrollment in the state
– Secretary-approved coverage and the benchmark used in the State exchange
or FFE for the State.
Must also meet the EHB requirements that apply in the exchanges.
At least for 2014, many states’ SPAs are likely to request that some variation of
existing Medicaid MCO benefits be their benchmark plan as “Secretary-approved
coverage” due to the late start.
– Unclear how to meet access and quality requirements given many providers’
cap on Medicaid percentage (see e.g., DC’s problems).
– Without modification, the pre-ACA benefit package is likely richer than other
benchmarks.
– A new template for SPA will permit the state to walk through the categories
and create a collage of EHB from different benchmark options.
– Some mandatory benefits (e.g., EPSDT) must be added to the EHB
benchmark

www.hoganlovells.com
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After the curtain goes down on the political theatre,

what programs will be providing benefits?
3%
A guess regarding

19%

2017:

21%

`
8%
As of 2013,
only 36% of Er
Plans were
grandfathered
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Non-Group
Medicaid & CHIP
Exchanges
Other Public Programs
Employer
Medicare

2%

47%
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Same Non-Discrimination Standards Apply to
ABPs as to QHPs
• An issuer does not provide essential health benefits
(EHB) if its benefit design, or the implementation of its
benefit design, discriminates based on an individual's
age, expected length of life, present or predicted
disability, degree of medical dependency, quality of life,
or other health conditions. (45 C.F.R. 156.125)
– Note that some clinical edits that restrict coverage may not be
permissible.

• An issuer providing EHB must not, with respect to its
plan, discriminate on the basis of race, color, national
origin, disability, age, sex, gender identity or sexual
orientation. (45 C.F.R. 156.200)
• Nothing in this [regulation] shall be construed to prevent
an issuer from appropriately utilizing reasonable medical
management techniques. (45 C.F.R. 156.125)
www.hoganlovells.com
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New Access Challenge #1
Are the following permissible “medical management”
or impermissible discriminatory design?
• Any drug/device that is subject to a registry is non-formulary.
• Any patient requiring more than 4 prescriptions a month is
restricted to one pharmacy provider. Common in many Medicaid
programs
• Consumer Financial Incentives:
– Preferred drug has no co-pay and no brands are preferred.
Extremely common in Medicaid
– Two types of Non-preferred drugs-•
•

Drugs under $50 per month = $10 copay
Drugs over $51 per month = 40% coinsurance

– Non-Preferred joint replacement device has coinsurance vs. copay

• Exceptions process:
– Documented clinical failure of the patient on the preferred drug during the
coverage period; limited doctor override. Current law in Washington
State Medicaid
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States are charged with deciding what is discriminatory -• For both Medicaid and QHPs -- the federal government will
rely on States in the first instance to protect consumers from
discriminatory benefit designs.
• Some states may need new laws or regulations to ensure
that officials can take on this responsibility.
• State Insurance Commissioners are balking that they do not
have the expertise.
• Can a State put its Medicaid officials in charge?
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New Access Challenge #2
•

•

Under the EHB Final Rule, a QHP’s prescription drug benefit must be the
greater of: (1) One drug per USP class; or (2) the number of drugs in a
given class in the benchmark plan’s formulary (varies widely state by
state)
To help QHPs effectuate this requirement, CMS developed a “Drug
Counting Service”:
–
–

Computes the number of “distinct chemical entities” per category and class
offered by an EHB-compliant formulary
This method does NOT recognize differences between:
•
•
•

–
–

Extended release vs. conventional dosage forms
Brands and their generic equivalents
Other strengths, formulations, or routes of administration of a drug

Combination products are not always counted
Plans may (but are not required to) include medical benefit drugs if they can
be mapped onto a USP class
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The New Access Challenges #3

www.hoganlovells.com

FPL 2014 = $23, 550
for family of 4
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The New Access Challenges #4
•

The income based tax credit subsidy for one’s premiums is based on the
second lowest silver plan (70:30 AV)

•

Calculation:
1. Identify the second-lowest cost
silver plan that available to each
member of the household (aka
“benchmark plan”)
2. The amount of the credit = the total
cost of the benchmark plan (or
plans) that would cover the family,
minus the individual or family’s
expected contribution for coverage
(see chart at right)

•

The subsidy can be used to purchase any metal plan, including bronze
(60:40 AV), which (of course) have lower premiums than silver plans.

www.hoganlovells.com
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Problem?
• If you use the silver premium subsidy to buy bronze
with lower premium, you receive NO cost-sharing
assistance
• This ensures that QHPs get their money, but it shifts
even greater uncompensated care costs to
providers if patients cannot pay copays; increases
risk of prescription abandonment.
• Impending provider problems (bankruptcy, early
retirement, further limitations on patient mix), as a
legitimate new access problem.
www.hoganlovells.com
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A new era in federal-state relationships
• 26 states using the FFE; only 12 (including DC) doing their
own.
– What happens once the federal government has built the
infrastructure and people get used to using it?
– What happens when some states use exchange to do a
single payer style system?
• 21 states not expanding Medicaid, ALL of which will have a
federally facilitated exchange
– What happens to the impetus for health reform if the only
people without access to benefits are adults with incomes
under 100% FPL?
– Will voters accept growing health disparities that are more
significant in some states than others?
– Does CMS have options if the State does not act?
– Could anything happen in budget talks?
www.hoganlovells.com
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